
Provation® Apex 
Cybersecurity
Reassuring your organization and changing 
the way you think about cloud security 

Provation takes security and data privacy responsibilities seriously. When our customers use Provation 
solutions, they know that a committed team is standing behind them, ensuring that data is properly 
stored and protected.

Cloud-based Provation® Apex takes data protection steps even further and implements best-in-class 
security and hosting practices exceeding industry standards.

The vision for Provation Apex’s security is simple: Provide peace-of-mind to your organization. With 
Provation Apex, you’ll find:

Multiple protection layers of cloud security

Reduced IT and security burden

Continuous, automatic software and security updates

Increased operational scalability with easy go-lives

Maximized business continuity with no burden for backups

The future is moving to the cloud, but hospitals and ASCs are still weary of lost or misplaced PHI data 
or a catastrophic data breach. 

Provation Apex goes above and beyond mandatory practices like HIPAA by employing internal and 
external teams to manage data protection, receiving extensive security certifications (SOC2 and 
ISO27001) and changing the way customers feel about hosting data.
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Provation Apex’s Internal and External Defense Team
Unlike on-premise software that requires you to employ full-time IT and security 
personnel, Provation Apex is:

 9 Governed 24/7/365 by the Provation Security Operations Center
 9 Backed by third-party security to help defend against lost or breached data
 9 Supported by the Provation Cloud Team, who applies all server updates and 
responds to alerts

Provation
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www.provationmedical.com

The Provation Apex Difference
Now, more than ever, is the time to choose a solution that puts your 
organization’s and your patients’ data protection first. Layers of controls 
and dedicated individuals are what sets Provation Apex apart.

Provation Apex’s Unrivaled Security Compliance and Features
Taking an independent view on the security of Provation Apex, Provation developed 
multiple layers to safeguard the transmission and storage of your protected data. 

 9 Implement CIA Security Framework, ensuring data is available, but not exposed or 
altered

 9 Utilize transport security by taking measures to protect data in flight
 9 Protect transactional data with unique segmentation to ensure quality and accurate 
information

Provation Apex’s Goal to Protect Customers with Additional Controls 
Operating under Microsoft Azure Cloud, Provation Apex maintains industry standard 
“uptime,” so that our customers’ data is monitored and protected. Azure georeplicates 
data in another part the country, so that data is never lost and is always available. 

Certifications include:

WHAT?

HOW?

WHO?


